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LJH10 18.4.89

Age: 16,4; African; doing GCSE, planning A levels at college. Wants to go to University;
lives with mother and younger sisters (2,7); Pentecostal and is religious; heterosexual.
Ma [TECHNOLOGY ROLE] pa [FINANCIAL ROLE] but living abroad.

Black (tho not very) good looking, made up (lipstick). Wearing turned up jeans, trainers,
red jumper, shirt underneath. Older sister has left home and does not get on with ma,
LJH10 gets on sometimes, not others with sister, tho I think she would like to see more of
her.

Used to want to be a doctor, since childhood, but (like her friend LJH9) now toying with
the media. Neither of them were terribly realistic about timescales involved, when I asked
them to project 2 years into the future wanted own flat (home) car, good career, possibly
husband. It could be that they were just thinking about 'the future' not specifically two
years.

She is in a sexual relationship, first one with sex, there was no sex for 10 months, (they
have been together one year three months) he did not pressure her. But he refuses to
use condoms, and they use no contraception. She is worried about it, I suggested going
to family planning or Brook Advisory. It is pregnancy she is concerned about, not AIDS,
tho I think some concern re STDs in general. Her mother only recently found out about
her relationship, and still does not know it includes sex. She herself is bothered by the
fact that her religion requires that you do not have sex until marriage, but she does enjoy
the sex, and was not forced into it, tho is clearly worried about pregnancy, and I think she
may actually do something about that. 

Not terribly well informed about AIDS, vague about HIV (same true of LJH9).

I am not sure I covered everything with her bcs I did the two of them straight off. The tape
recorder broke after I had spoken to this one, and mangled a bit of the tape at the end. I
had to cut it out and splice, so there is a gap. There was some interesting stuff about
masturbation thought it was alright, playing with yourself, but not something she ever had
done or does. Thinks she probably would not either, tho she had read in a magazine of a
girls using fruit. She reckoned they had talked about it at school, which was why I was
able to bring it. up.


